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A Distributed Iterative Transceiver Beamforming

Algorithm for Multipair Two-Way Relay Networks

Jingxiao Ma and Wei Liu

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering

University of Sheffield, Sheffield, S1 4ET, UK

Abstract—The transceiver beamforming design problem is
studied in this paper for a multi-pair two-way distributed
relay network, where multi-antenna users in one user group
communicate with their partners in the other user group via
distributed single-antenna relay nodes. An iterative algorithm
is proposed where transmit and receive beamformings are per-
formed at user nodes, and relay nodes have their own simple
strategies for deciding the weights. The computation tasks are
distributed among each user and relay node, through which high
computation efficiency can be ensured. By coordinating them
together, satisfactory performance is obtained when relay number
is low and significant performance enhancement is also achieved
for a large relay number.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its advantages in coverage extension, mitigating the

effect of fading and enhancement of network throughput, dis-

tributed relay assisted networks have attracted much attention

in the past decade [1–6]. In such networks, distributed relay

nodes create a virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)

environment, where beamforming techniques could be applied

to regulate the performance of the network.

Multipair relay network is one of the considered configura-

tions, where multiple source nodes simultaneously communi-

cate with their destination nodes, leading to great advantage in

spatial efficiency and overall throughput [7–10]. In [7, 9, 11],

multipair two-way relay network with a central multi-antenna

relay node was studied, with zero-focring (ZF) based solutions

proposed to cancel out the inter-pair interference (IPI). In

[12, 13], block diagonalization (BD) was employed at the

central relay node to reduce the IPI. The work in [8] studied

the distributed single-antenna relay networks with multipair

two-way communication, where a relatively complicated ZF

method was applied to eliminate the IPI completely and guided

the relay weights setting, while in [10], a similar network was

considered, and the implementation of the relay nodes was

simplified. However, both methods require a very large relay

number.

Reducing IPI and noise in a multipair two-way relay net-

work requires relatively heavy task of computation. In the

aforementioned designs, the computation tasks were globally

performed, and were assigned to either the users side, or a cen-

tral relay node. In some of the schemes, the same computation

process has to be repeated at each user. Motivated by this issue,

we considered an iterative transceiver beamforming design for

multi-pair two-way relay networks in [14], where the iteration

process was performed and completed at the user nodes to

optimize the SINR performance at each user. The main draw-

back of that design was that almost all the signal processing

and computation were shifted to the transmit/receive pairs, and

although it relieves the relay nodes of their computation tasks

greatly, the trade-off is the unavoidable system performance

loss. In this paper, we distribute the iteration process to all

the users and the relay nodes, where the main computation

tasks are assigned to each of the user nodes. In particular, an

amplify-and-forward (AF) strategy is designed for the relay

nodes which allows them to decide their own weights with

simple computation process using their local channel state

information (CSI) only.

Notations: [·]T , [·]H and [·]∗ stand for transpose, Hermitian

transpose and conjugate, respectively. ||·|| denotes the Frobe-

nius norm of a vector and |·| the absolute value of a scalar.

E[·] represents the expectation operator and Var[·] the variance

operator. IN is the N ×N identity matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Consider a time-slotted dual-hop multipair two-way dis-

tributed relay network consisting of 2K multi-antenna users

(antenna number = N ) which forms K communication pairs

(Xa, Xb), and the transmission of information streams takes

place in both directions and in two transmission phases assist-

ed by M single-antenna relay nodes, as shown in Fig. 1. We

assume that there is no direct link between any user pairs.

 

Fig. 1. The considered dual-hop multipair two-way relay network.

In phase I, all users simultaneously transmit their informa-

tion streams to the relay nodes with transmit beamforming

vectors ai and bi(∈ C
N×1, i=1, ...,K), for each user from

group Xa and Xb, respectively. Total transmit power con-

straint puts a limit on the transmit beamforming vectors by

||ai||2 ≤ PS and ||bi||2 ≤ PS , with PS being the maximally

allowed transmitted signal power. In phase II, the distributed

relay nodes amplify-and-forward the information streams back

to the users with a set of weights, denoted by wm for the m-

th relay nodes, m = 1, ...,M . Following that, the received



signal undergoes receive beamforming, denoted by two N ×1
normalized vectors ci and di (||ci||2=||di||2=1), at Xa,i and

Xb,i sides, respectively.

Let Fi,Gi ∈ C
M×N represent the channel matrix from

Xa,i and Xb,i to the relay nodes, respectively, with fm,n,i and

gm,n,i (m=1, ...,M , n=1, ..., N ) being the (m,n)-th element.

We assume a rich-scattering environment with independent

reciprocal channels modeled as Rayleigh fading with the

distribution fm,n,i ∼ CN (0, 1) and gm,n,i ∼ CN (0, 1).
Then the signals received at the relay nodes at phase I can

be represented by r ∈ C
M×1

r =
K
∑

i=1

Fiaixa,i +
K
∑

i=1

Gibixb,i + nR, (1)

where xa,i and xb,i denote the data symbol and nR ∈ C
M×1

is the complex Gaussian noise vector of relay nodes with the

distribution CN (0, σ2
rI).

Then, the signals are scaled at relay nodes using the AF

protocol, which is given by

rT = Wr, (2)

where W ∈ C
M×M is diagonal, with wm being the (m,m)-th

element of W.
Then, in phase II, the received signal at Xa,i can be

expressed as (expression for Xb,i is similar)

ya,i = ciF
T
i WGibixb,i

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Desired signal

+ ciF
T
i WFiaixa,i

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Self Interference

+ciF
T
i WnR

+ cina,i + ciF
T
i W

K∑

j ̸=i

(Fjajxa,j +Gjbjxb,j)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

IPI

, (3)

where na,i ∈ C
N×1 is the additive white complex Gaussian

noise vector at the user node, with the distribution CN (0, σ2
uI).

Since the user knows its own transmitted signal, the self

interference (SI) in (3) can be removed through some standard

adaptive filtering techniques. For simplicity, they are ignored

in the following derivation.

III. DISTRIBUTED ITERATIVE BEAMFORMING

ALGORITHM FOR SINR OPTIMIZATION

In this section, motivated by the iSINR method proposed in

[14], a distributed iteration algorithm for SINR optimization

(noted as distributed iSINR) is proposed, where the iteration

is divided into three parts: the transmitter part, the relay

part and the receiver part. And the computation performed

at each user node and relay node will only update their

own beamforming weights. Therefore, the power usage for

performing the required tasks is much more efficient.
Taking user Xa,i as an example. From (3), the SINR at this

user can be expressed as follows,

SINRa,i =
cHi FT

i Q
(S)
a,i F

∗
i ci

σ2
u + cHi FT

i Q
(N)
a,i F∗

i ci + c
H
i F

T
i Q

(I)
a,iF

∗
i ci

︸ ︷︷ ︸

IPI

, (4)

where,

Q
(I)
a,i = Ps ·

K∑

j ̸=i

(WFjaja
H
j F

H
j W

H +WGjbjb
H
j G

H
j W

H),

Q
(N)
a,i = σ2

r ·WW
H , Q

(S)
a,i = Ps ·WGibib

H
i G

H
i W

H . (5)

As can be seen, if maximizing SINRa,i is the only objective,

aj and bj (j = 1 · · ·K, j ̸= i) could be carefully chosen to

completely eliminate the IPI part, and the remaining part can

be maximized by ci and bi. However, the optimal choice of aj
and bj for user Xa,i will unlikely result in a sufficiently good

SINR for other users, as the beamforming vectors of one user

not only affects its own SINR, but also others. In fact, it is

very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain an analytical solution

for maximizing SINR at all user nodes for this transceiver

beamforming scenario.

Therefore, as an alternative, an iterative process composed

of the three parts mentioned earlier is employed to achieve a

sub-optimal SINR.

A. Iteration Step on the Transmit Part

Throughout this paper, we assume that the CSI is either

estimated at the user or fed back to it by the relay nodes via

low rate feedback channels, so that the beamforming vectors

can be decided at the user nodes.

The first iteration step is applied to the user nodes to decide

their transmit beamforming vectors ai and bi, for user Xa,i

and Xb,i, respectively. At this step, the receive beamforming

vectors ci, di and relay weights W are fixed to an updated

value through previous steps; otherwise, an initial value should

be assigned to them. Then, we try to optimize ai and bi based

on maximizing the power of the desired signal received at Xa,i
and Xb,i, respectively, under a transmit power constraint.

max
bi

|cHi FT
i WGibi|2, s.t. ||bi||2 ≤ PS ,

max
ai

|dH
i GT

i WFiai|2, s.t. ||ai||2 ≤ PS . (6)

These two problems have closed-form solutions, given by

ai = λa,i · FH
i WHG∗

idi, bi = λb,i ·GH
i WHF∗

i ci, (7)

where λa,i and λb,i are the power-control scalars

λa,i =

√

PS

||FH
i WHG∗

idi||2
, λb,i =

√

PS

||GH
i WHF∗

i ci||2
.

(8)

The obtained transmit beamforming vectors should be for-

warded to their user pairs through the relay nodes in order to

perform the updates of the other beamforming weights. Until

receiving an update for ci and di, the transmit beamforming

vectors should remain constant.

B. Iteration Step on the Relay Part

The second step is applied to the relay nodes where ci,

di, ai and bi are fixed to their previously updated value. Let

fi,m,gi,m ∈ C
1×N represents the m-th row of Fi and Gi,

respectively. We propose the following phase rotating rule for

the m-th relay node (m = 1, ...,M ).



wm =λm(
K
∑

i=1

f∗i,mcib
H
i gH

i,m + g∗

i,mdia
H
i fHi,m)

=λm(
K
∑

i=1

û∗

i,mv∗i,m + v̂∗i,mu∗

i,m), (9)

where ûi,m,f∗i,mci, ui,m,fi,mai, v̂i,m,g∗

i,mdi and

vi,m,gi,mbi. And λm is a power-control parameter
which limits the output power of each relay node, given by

λm =

√
√
√
√

PR,m/|
∑K

i=1 ū
∗
i,mv∗i,m + v̄∗i,mu∗

i,m|2

σ2
r +

∑K

i=1 |ui,m|2 + |vi,m|2
, (10)

where PR,m is the individual power budget at the m-th relay.

As will be observed from the updating process for ci in

Section III-C, ci is not directly determined by fi,m in our

scenario, and in fact their correlation is very weak, especially

when M and K are large. As a result, we can consider

them as the two independent variables. We have ||ci||2=1, and

accordingly ûi,m has the distribution of CN (0, 1), and so are

ui,m, v̂i,m and vi,m.
In order to provide further insight for choosing the phase

rotating coefficient on the relay node, we rewrite (3) after
removing the self interference part, in terms of ui,m, vi,m,
ûi,m and v̂i,m.

ŷa,i =

M∑

m=1

ûi,mwmvi,mxb,i

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Desired signal

+

M∑

m=1

ûi,mwmnR,m + na,i

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Noise

+

M∑

m=1

K∑

j ̸=i

(ûi,mwmuj,mxa,j + ûi,mwmvj,mxb,j)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

IPI

=G
(S)
a,i xb,i + G

(Noise)
a,i nR,m + na,i

+

K∑

j ̸=i

(G
(IPI)
ab,ij xa,j + G

(IPI)
ba,ij xb,j), (11)

where G(S)
a,i , G(Noise)

a,i , G(IPI)
ab,ij and G(IPI)

ba,ij represents the gain

of each component, nR,m represents the complex Gaussian

noise of the m-th relay node with the distribution CN (0, σ2
r)

and na,i=dinb,i. Due to the fact that in our scheme, di is

normalized vector (||di||2=1), na,i will have a distribution

given by CN (0, σ2
u).

Let ŷ
(S)
a,i , ŷ

(IPI)
a,i and ŷ

(Noise)
a,i denote the desired signal, IPI

and noise part in (11), respectively. We have

ŷ
(S)
a,i =

M
∑

m=1

λmûi,m(
K
∑

i=1

û∗

i,mv∗i,m + v̂∗i,mu∗

i,m)vi,mxb,i (12)

Since ûi,m, v̂i,m, ûi′,m(i′ ̸=i) and ûi,m′(m′ ̸=m) can be con-
sidered as zero mean mutually uncorrelated random variables,
with E[x2] = σ2, where x ∼ CN (0, σ2), we have

E[G
(S)
a,i ] = E[

M∑

m=1

λm||ûi,m||2||vi,m||2] =
M∑

m=1

λm (13)

Denote γi,m=ûi,mwmvi,m for m=1, ...,M . Since all γi,m
are independent random variables, we can apply the Tcheby-

shev’s inequality theorem [15], and for any constant ζ obtain

Pr[

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ga,i

M
− E[Ga,i]

M

∣

∣

∣

∣

≥ ζ] ≤
Var[ŷ

(S)
a,i ]/M

2

ζ2
(14)

where Pr[·] represents the probability operator.

Apparently ŷ
(S)
a,i /M will be more likely to approach

E[ŷ
(S)
a,i /M ]=xa,iE[Ga,i]/M=λmxa,i (λm denotes the average

value of λm) as M increases. As a result, the asymptotic

value of |ŷ(S)
a,i |2 is proportional to M2, when M is large.

Similarly, we can derive that E[G(Noise)
a,i ]=0, E[G(IPI)

ab,ij ]=0

and E[G(IPI)
ba,ij ]=0, and when M is large, ŷ

(IPI)
a,i /M and

ŷ
(Noise)
a,i /M will have a high probability of taking a value

around 0.

In another word, the λmûi,mû∗

i,mv∗i,mvi,mxb,i part in ŷ
(S)
a,i

is the only component in ŷa,i that can grow steadily through

accumulation as M increases; meanwhile, the other parts will

grow much more slowly. The situation is similar for ŷb,i
(received signal at Xb,i).

C. Iteration Step on Receiver Part

In the third step, based on the updated values of ai, bi and

W, we determine the receive beamforming vector ci (similar

process for di) by solving the following SINR optimization

problem for the user node Xa,i. From (4) and (5) we have

max
ci

SINRa,i = cHi Θa,ici, s.t. ||ci||2 = 1, (15)

where

Θa,i = (Ξa,i)
−1FT

i Q
(S)
a,i F

∗

i ,

Ξa,i = σ2
uIN + FT

i Q
(N)
a,i F∗

i + FT
i Q

(I)
a,iF

∗

i . (16)

This eigenvector problem can be solved locally at each user

node with the close-form solution given by

ci = ρ{Θa,i}, di = ρ{Θb,i}, (17)

where ρ{·} denotes the principle eigenvector of a matrix.

It can be seen that in order to determine ci at user Xa,i,

transmit beamforming vectors of all the other users are re-

quired. In our scheme, we assume this information is gathered

at the relay node first, and then broadcast to all the users with

the relay weights information.

D. Summary of the Distributed Iteration Algorithm

In the proposed distributed iteration algorithm, ai and bi

are first decided, by assigning an initial value for the relay

weights and the receive beamforming vectors, as indicated in

Summary of Iteration Steps. Then, ai and bi remains fixed

until the next round of iteration begins.

Each relay node updates its AF weight based on the

proposed strategy, only when it has received the complete

set of updated ai and bi. Their updated weights should be

broadcasted back to the user nodes, and until the updated

values of ci and di arrive, their weights remain unchanged.

The user nodes perform the iteration step to decide ci and

di after they received the updates of all relay weights. After

that, the new receive beamforming vectors are sent back to

their user pairs through the relay nodes; however, this will not

trigger the weight updating process of the relay nodes, which



ensures that the relay nodes only update their weights once at

each iteration round.

For user Xa,i, when it receives the transmit beamforming

vector updates from its user pair, namely ci, as well as all

updated weights of the relay nodes, a new round of iteration

begins. We assume that the channels are quasi-stationary for

tmax rounds of iterations. In detail, we denote f
(t)
m,n,i and

g
(t)
m,n,i, where t ∈ (1, tmax), as the channel coefficients of the

t-th round of iteration, and we assume that ∆fm,n,i=f
(t+1)
m,n,i −

f
(t+1)
m,n,i and ∆gm,n,i=g

(t+1)
m,n,i−g

(t+1)
m,n,i are i.i.d., and bounded by

an upper value ξ. After tmax rounds of iterations, the channel

coefficients are assigned with newly estimated values. The

values of tmax and ξ together define the level of stationarity

of the channel.

Note that during the iteration steps, the instantaneous output

power at some relays may exceed their budgets. However, it

can be prevented if the individual power constraint is set well

below their output power capability. In fact, supported by the

simulation results, the required transmit power at each relay

node is modest to give a satisfactory performance, especially

when the relay number is large.

As can be seen, the computation task assigned for each

user node only determines their own beamforming vectors,

while in the iSINR method proposed in ([14]), each user node

has to compute the beamforming vectors of its own and its

user pair’s at least. Moreover, for the iSINR method, several

iteration steps are required for determining the beamforming

vectors before convergence is reached, which is not required in

the proposed method. Therefore, the computation complexity

of the iSINR method is at least 2tconv times that of the

proposed method (tconv denotes the iteration steps required

to reach/approach convergence).

Summary of Iteration Steps

1) Initialization: ci=di=[δNδN · · · δN ]T , where

δN=
√
N , wm=

√

PR,m/(1 + σ2
r) (derived from the

expectation of relay output power), and set t=1.

2) Update ai and bi based on (7) and (8).

3) Update wm based on (9) and (10).

4) Update ci and di based on (16) and (17).

5) Go to step 1) if t ≥ tmax; otherwise, set t = t+ 1
and go to step 2).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are provided for perfor-

mance evaluation of the proposed method. For simplicity, we

set PS=1 (compensating for the unconsidered path-loss); all

relay nodes have the same output power budget of PR/M , to

ensure the same total relay output power for different relay

number settings. PR/M is determined by SNRR, which is

the ratio of relay output power constraint to the noise variance,

i.e., SNRR=PR/(Mσ2
r).

Figs. 2 and 3 show the average received SINR versus SNRR

with different number of relay nodes, where a perfect quasi-

stationary channel is assumed (ξ=0). In Fig. 2 the iSINR
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Fig. 2. SINR performance versus SNRR with different relay number settings
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Fig. 5. SINR performance of the proposed method with channels of different
stableness level (tmax=10, M=10, N=5, K=3).

method from [14] is used as a comparison. Moreover, results

based on a non-iterative ZF method (denoted by “ZF”) used

in [14] are also provided. Specifically, in this ZF method, real

CSI is considered, ai and bi are generated as the eigenvectors

corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of FH
i Fi and GH

i Gi,

respectively, and together with ci and di, the IPI parts are



eliminated completely without any iteration. Both iteration

based methods have outperformed the ZF method significantly

and the performance of our proposed scheme is the best, at

both the low-relay-power and high-relay-power regions. The

improvement is more obvious when the relay number is large,

and it can also increase the asymptotic SINR by employing

more relay nodes in the network, while the original iSINR

method can not achieve that.

In Fig. 3, a “relay-strategy-only” method is used as a

comparison where the beamforming vectors ai, bi, ci and

di are fixed to their initial values. The figure shows that when

only the relay strategy is used in our scheme, the average SINR

increases as more relay nodes are employed in the network.

However, without the iterative transceiver beamforming steps,

the performance is very limited when the relay number is

small and the SINR improvement introduced by the transceiver

beamforming is significant with any relay number settings.

Fig. 4 illustrates the average SINR of the proposed method

after certain rounds of iterations. As can be seen, although

the proposed method does not have the best performance

immediately after the initialization step, the average SINR

will quickly approach its asymptotic value only after a few

rounds of iterations. And this pattern applies for different relay

number settings and differen total relay power budgets.

Fig. 5 shows the performance for channels with different

stationarity levels. By introducing the random channel differ-

ence between different iteration rounds, variance of the global

channel states will be affected, which will make the compar-

ison unfair. Accordingly, the simulations are performed after

compensating the variance changes. The results demonstrate

that our proposed scheme will be affected by the channel

stationarity level; however, the degradations are within an

acceptable range. When the channel states change smoothly

(ξ=0.1), the performance degradation is hardly noticeable,

compared with the perfect quasi-stationary channel ξ=0.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An iterative transceiver beamforming algorithm has been

proposed for multipair two-way distributed relay networks,

where the iteration steps are distributed among user nodes and

relay nodes. As a result, the overall computation complexity

can be effectively reduced. On the other hand, a relay strategy

is designed for the relay nodes which can significantly increase

the SINR performance without the need of extra total relay

power, and it only requires simple signal processing operations

and local CSI for each relay node. Simulation results indicate

that the proposed method is quite robust to channel state

changes between different rounds of iterations.
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